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Whenever the parents think about the child, the first thing that comes to their mind is school.
Education is the starting of the life. Without education the proper life cannot be attained. The school
life starts with the admission in the pre-school, where students are sent at the age of 2-3years to
learn the basic habits. Here the child is taught in a play-way manner, making learning fun for the
toddlers.

The play schools in Noida indulges the kids into numerous fun activities, ensuring the environment
that leads to childâ€™s physical, emotional, social and cerebral development. The schools here guide
the kids towards learning basic communication skills, delivering the planned learning environment.
Their main aim is to develop the childâ€™s mind in such a manner that they are able to grasp the
knowledge at a faster pace and face the growing competitive world. The teachers are well trained in
order to provide homely care to the students.

The play schools in Gurgaon are taking excellent care of the kids by providing them with language
room, listing room, theatre and drama room, where children may perform role play activities. The
play schools here provide the nutrition required for the academic careers. The schools here
enhance the speaking skills, thinking and playing ability of the child. There are many child care
programs for the development of the child.

The CCTV for security purpose, teacher student ratio for proper care, healthy meal, proper first aid
facilities are some of the modern techniques use in the play schools in Gurgaon. For improving the
personality of the child they also organize music and dance classes. The atmosphere of the play
school is so friendly with the kids that they are able to receive new ideas and concepts easily. They
learn while playing and play while learning. The child is made fearless and the relaxed environment
ensures speedy learning.

Once the kid is over with the pre-school learning, he/she is then sent to primary schools. Since it is
the most important step of the education ladder, the school should be selected thoroughly. Primary
school imparts the child basic education that lasts for the lifetime. If you are living in Delhi or nearby,
you may also refer to the primary schools in Indirapuram.

Indirapuram is the recently developed area near Ghaziabad, hence provides your child with all the
modern technologies of learning. St. Teresa School located in shakti khand was established with an
aim of providing quality education to students. The school believes that kids are like soft clay that
has to be taken good care of. The school is co-educational English medium affiliated to CBSE
board. The school injects optimism in the students so that they may acquire positive traits in life.
Without education the child is like a marble in the mine which does not show its qualities before
being polished. Hurry up, visit onlineschooladmission.com and select the best one for your child.
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India. Here you will find the list of Top ranking CBSE, ICSE, IGCSC, IB, Boarding, International and
Play Schools in India category and city wise. Explore a bal bharti public school and a delhi public
school sushant lok or a presidium indirapuram and much more.
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